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I want to thank the Commission for asking the Project On Government Oversight (POGO) to
testify about the question of whether private security contractors (PSCs) are performing
inherently governmental functions. We have studied inherently governmental functions for years,
and have recently submitted a public comment to the proposed White House policy letter.1
As we have examined this question, it has become clear to POGO that the answer is yes, PSCs
are performing inherently governmental functions. A number of jobs that are not necessarily
inherently governmental in general become so when they are conducted in a combat zone. Any
operations that are critical to the success of the U.S. government’s mission in a combat zone
must be controlled by government personnel. In addition, in those areas that have not been
brought under the rule of law, it is an inherently governmental function to provide security so
that the government’s missions can be successful.
Why does this matter? The use of private contractors for security in a combat zone poses unique
risks. One is the inherent tension between the effective performance of a mission and the
financial interests of the contractor. As the Center for a New American Security put it, “The very
existence of private contractors inserts a profit motive onto the battlefield; their primary
responsibility is not the national interest but rather fulfilling the terms of their contracts.”2 In
fact, making a profit and serving the national interest are sometimes in direct conflict: while
cutting costs is good for the bottom line, it can undermine security.3 We saw evidence of this
phenomenon in the ArmorGroup North America contract where, for example, in order to save
money the company hired Gurkhas who did not meet language proficiency contract
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requirements—and therefore could not adequately communicate with the English-speaking
guards.4
Another problem is that the laws in place do not adequately hold accountable all contractors that
violate rules and endanger security in combat zones, particularly contractors for the State
Department and CIA. Private employers such as security firms cannot ensure a binding chain of
command that provides adequate discipline.5
Last year at the U.S. Naval Academy 2009 McCain Conference, there was a seminar on “Ethics
and Military Contractors: Examining the Public-Private Partnership” which looked at the
question of whether security in a combat zone is an inherently governmental function. According
to the Executive Summary of the conference, “contractors should not be deployed as security
guards, sentries, or even prison guards within combat areas. [Armed Private Security
Contractors] should be restricted to appropriate support functions and those geographic areas
where the rule of law prevails. In irregular warfare…environments, where civilian cooperation is
crucial, this restriction is both ethically and strategically necessary.”6
Even the National Association of Security Companies recently wrote to the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), “Perhaps insourcing or much greater contractor scrutiny may
be needed for security provided in combat and combat support roles and in situations where
combat could evolve….”7
The fact is the barn door has been open for many years, and in the short term, this question is
academic. We currently have approximately 30,000 PSC personnel operating in Afghanistan and
Iraq providing what are arguably inherently governmental functions.8 Although the wild-west
atmosphere with PSCs in Iraq and Afghanistan appears to be getting somewhat better—I believe
due to oversight by the media, the Commission on Wartime Contracting, Congress, and groups
like POGO—the bigger policy questions need to be resolved.
In the short term, we need to deal with the current reality and ensure the contractors are
adequately being overseen and held accountable. In the long term, we need to build the ability to
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restore control of the security operations—meaning the planning and management of security
operations—to the government, and allow those functions to be only supported by contractors.
Additionally, the security of government personnel, facilities, and property in a combat zone not
under the rule of law should be categorized as an inherently governmental function.
Short Term: Dramatic Need for Increased Oversight and Accountability
In the short term, we need to significantly improve the government’s capacity to oversee security
contracts. One of the biggest weaknesses in the government’s oversight of PSCs is its inability to
scrutinize subcontractors, particularly in Afghanistan. The Special Inspector General for
Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) is currently auditing the number and volume of contracts
in place to provide security services in Afghanistan. As Raymond DiNunzio testified before the
Commission last month, “The U.S. does not have the ability to monitor Afghan security
contractors or determine the nature of their affiliation or allegiance. Similarly, the U.S.
government has difficulty identifying and monitoring second and third tier subcontractors that
are Afghan or third-country-owned businesses. Multi-tiered subcontracting is problematic and
results in weak oversight control and accountability.”9
Rumors abound that there is massive corruption at those subcontractor levels. The Afghanistan
Ministry of Interior encourages private security companies to partner with Afghan companies,
many of which are allegedly controlled by relatives of President Karzai.10 When you are talking
about corruption in security contracting in a war zone, this is not simply about dollars wasted.
PSC personnel have repeatedly told POGO that the only way convoys are assured a safe passage
is if the security contractors pay off the local warlords not to target their convoy. The issue here
is that we don’t know who U.S. dollars are paying—are they actually paying off the very people
our troops are fighting?
In terms of the oversight infrastructure set up to handle these contracts, it is either based on selfreporting, or is too under-resourced to provide credible oversight. For example, the Contractor
Operations Cells (CONOC) rely on reports from PSCs regarding incidents. These selfdisclosures are then sent by the contracting officer to the commander of the unit the PSC is
supporting.11 This does not amount to independent oversight. We understand there is some push
to outsource CONOC operations; however we consider this coordination function to be an
inherently governmental function.
Understaffing is also clearly a problem. For instance, the Armed Contractor Oversight Division
(ACOD) in Iraq, originally staffed by six people, has been downgraded to a Branch of three
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people.12 Plans to grow that office to 20 people were never realized. This shop was allegedly
downgraded because the security environment in Iraq is stabilizing; however the number of
security contractors in Iraq has actually increased in the last year.13 In Afghanistan, the ACOD is
primarily staffed by a contractor,14 which was incredibly, until recently, another PSC—the worst
kind of contractor-overseeing-contractor conflict-of-interest.
In an effort to bolster oversight, the State Department created the Force Investigation Unit (FIU)
in Iraq. This unit, like ACOD-A, was initially staffed by contractors, although after Senator
Feingold objected to contractors overseeing contractors, the FIU was staffed by four federal
employees.15 State Department’s oversight is supported by Embassy Regional Security Officers,
who may or may not have the experience necessary to evaluate the performance of security
contractors.16
Real oversight requires having the resources, technical knowledge, and experience necessary to
know when a contractor is not adequately performing its mission. We need more than
contracting officers in this role; we need investigators who are experienced in security operations
in the oversight shops. Even the ACOD in Iraq, which is arguably the best of these shops, had to
rely on the activity commanders to do the investigations. As we have seen in the Securities and
Exchange Commission’s failure to provide the oversight necessary to prevent the Wall Street
collapse, and the Department of the Interior’s failure to adequately regulate the oil and gas
industry, when the regulated industry is in the driver’s seat, the public interest is in jeopardy. In
the case of combat zones, the consequences are even more dire.
When it comes to PSCs, the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR) has
largely focused its attention on serious incidents involving the discharge of firearms17—not the
many other types of issues raised by having private security contractors in combat zones, such as
those issues we raised earlier.
One important step to take to improve oversight and accountability of contractors in a combat
zone is to clarify the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act so that it applies to all contractors
supporting U.S. government operations.
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Finally, I would remiss if I did not point out another fundamental oversight tool that is currently
lacking—whistleblower protections for PSC employees. While DoD contractor employees do
have such protections, State Department contractor employees do not.18 As a result, those PSC
employees are far less likely to report misconduct. Legislation pending in both the House and
Senate would extend much-needed protections to these employees, and should be passed
promptly.19
Long Term: Restore Planning and Management of Security Operations to the Government
Rather than distinguishing different types of security services such as personal security details
and convoy and static security, and asking which of these are inherently governmental functions,
I suggest that the Commission look at the question differently.
The GAO has noted that beyond simply providing security services, private security contractors
provide advice and planning related to security.20 It is at this level that the government must
reestablish control. Currently, the management of security operations in combat zones is largely
left in the hands of the private sector. The planning and management of security functions in
combat zones are inherently governmental functions; contractors should only provide support of
those functions in areas that are under the rule of law.
OMB points out that the command of the military forces providing combat support or combat
service support is already established as an inherently governmental function.21 Does it not then
logically follow that contractors that command security forces providing combat support or
combat service support functions are also engaged in inherently governmental functions?
In addition to planning and management of security functions, what is being secured and whether
the rule of law is in place should be the other standard for determining if that function is
inherently governmental; whether the security is mobile, static, or some other type shouldn’t play
a role. In other words, providing security to government personnel, facilities, and property in
areas that are under the rule of law may be done by contractors; providing such security in areas
that are not under the rule of law may not.
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Legal Background
The Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) will issue a policy letter sometime this year
that incorporates specific examples from the FAR (Federal Acquisition Regulation) Subpart 7.5
of inherently governmental functions and “functions closely associated with the performance of
inherently governmental functions.”22
According to OMB, the activities of private security contractors that might conceivably cross the
line into inherently governmental functions include:
•
•
•
•

The command of military forces, especially the leadership of military personnel who are
members of the combat, combat support or combat service support role.
The conduct of foreign relations and the determination of foreign policy.
The direction and control of Federal employees.
The direction and control of intelligence and counter-intelligence operations.23

The activities of private security contractors that might conceivably constitute “functions closely
associated with the performance of inherently governmental functions” include:
•
•
•

Assistance in contract management (particularly where a contractor might influence
official evaluations of other contractors’ offers).
Participation in any situation where it might be assumed that participants are agency
employees or representatives.
Provision of special non-law enforcement security activities that do not directly involve
criminal investigations, such as prisoner detention or transport and nonmilitary national
security details.24

Circular A-76, as revised in 2003, states that using contractors to provide certain types of
protective services—guard services, convoy security services, plant protection services, and the
operation of detention facilities—is not prohibited, but it also stipulates that agencies should take
into account whether performance of the service “will significantly and directly affect the life,
liberty, or property of individual members of the public,” including the need to resort to force
and “the degree to which force may have to be exercised in public or relatively uncontrolled
areas.”25
DoD implementation of the FAR, known as the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement (DFARS), also does not prohibit the use of contract personnel for security functions,
but it limits the extent to which contract personnel may be used to guard military installations. In
2006, DoD amended DFARS to allow private security contractors to use deadly force “only
when necessary to execute their security mission to protect assets/persons, consistent with the
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mission statement contained in their contract.”26 However, when it proposed this change, DoD
emphasized that “it is the responsibility of the combatant commander to ensure that private
security contract mission statements do not authorize the performance of any inherently
Governmental military functions, such as preemptive attacks, or any other types of attacks.”27
Two years later, the FAR was amended with a similar deadly force provision for private security
contractors employed by agencies other than DoD.28
Conclusion
In conclusion, the first order of business is to bolster much-needed oversight of PSCs in combat
zones. In the long run, POGO believes that the planning and management of security operations
in a combat zone should be identified as inherently governmental functions. Furthermore,
security for government personnel, facilities, and property in combat areas that have not been
brought under the rule of law should also be considered inherently governmental. Contractors
will always have some role to play, but that role needs to be better clarified and contained. All of
these reforms would go a long way to ensure that in the future the U.S. military and foreign
policy missions in combat zones are more secure and effective.
Thank you again for your oversight of private security contractors and for asking me to testify. I
look forward to answering any questions you may have, and to working with the Commission on
this issue.
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